Blue Cards Diminishing Quarterly
According To Registrar Joe West

Mabel R. Gillis, Librarian
’
California StAtte Library
#2
Sacramento 9, California
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Blue card blues are diminishing as the quarters roll by!
A total ,of 2467 cards are now on their way to 1812 students,
according to Registrar Joe H. Weit.
The figure may seem high, but actually it is corning down. Last
quarter 3075 blue cards were Mailed to 2148 students. Autumn quaris
ter was -especially noted for its 3955 blue cards sent to 2642 students.
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.
Blue cards ore a notice to the student that something is wrong
Entrcl as **toad class mobilo in th San Jos Post Him
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that should be corrected. They do not necessarily mean that a student is failing.
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PRIMARIES REPORT DUE Joanne Thornley, Carol Seibold Two Highest TODAY FOR AT COUNCIL In Election For Queen’s Spardi Gras Day Reign;
ASB POSTS MEET TODAY Run-offs To Be Held Wednesday In Student Union
Student Union Poll
Open From 8 To 4
Iln

Wall, Arends Report
On Prexy Meet

Spartans Fourth In Torrid Fresno
Relays; Likens Cops Javelin Toss

Big Rally Tonight
Kicks Off Final Lap
Of Queen Contest

The Primary election of new
Emerson Arends and Tom Wall,
term ASH officers will take place ASB president and president-elect,
y JAC7QUE WOLFF
in the Student Union today be- will report to the Student CounJoanne Thornley and Carol Mel tween the hours of 8 a.m. and 4 cil this afternoon on the four-day ;
bold received first and seeond
Pacific Student Presidents’ assoplace respectively in Friday’s elecClass representatives to the Stu- ciation meeting at Tempe, Arizona.f
tion for Swill Gras queen, andent Council, two representatives
Wall and Arendt; returned from
nounced Chief Justice Bill Logan.
at large, a corresponding secre- the May 6-9 gathering one week
By ( ARI. UNDERV100D
He stated a total of 2,083 votes
tary, a prosecuting attorbiley, and ago, but delayed reporting to the
were cast for the six beautiful
FRESNOThe
Spartan
track
a senior justice will be chosen.
Council until their material ’could!
candidates, but refused to release
I team came in fourth behind CSC,
Given
Moderns,
Masters
be
organized
properly.
CLASS REPRESENTATIVES
individual run-down totals. ,
1California, and UCLA in the 22nd
Vocally and Instrumentally Accoiding to Logan.’ run-tiffs fore
Annual West Coast Relays at
Members of a specific class will
BY-LAWS COMMITTEE
be able to vote only for the reprethe two lovelies will be held WedAlso on today’s agenda is a re- Fresno Saturday afternoon and
By PAT O’BRIEN
sentatives at large and those of port by the By-laws committee, night.
nesday in the Student Union to
their class, plus the secretary, at- composed of Bob Hines, Bob
Again lending his viola to Han- determine which girl will rule over
The Trojans piled up 70 points,
torney, and justice positions.
Cronemiller, Pat Walsh and Roy followed by California with 561-J. del, Dennis Barrett unfaultering- the festivities on Spardi Gras Day,
"Under this arrangement," Chief DeSoto. The committee is expect- UCLA, 55, San Jose 39, Stanford ly performed Concerto in B Min- May 28.
Justice Bill Logan stated, "a sen- ed to suggest to the Council by- 30, and San Diego State 8.
or as the opening number on last
GIGANTIC RALLY
ior student will have no yoke in laws pertinent to the Board of
Friday night’s Student Recital In
The Relays lived up to their the college Little Theater,
The final lap of the race will be
the selection of the freshman, so- Control. This board is a product of
kicked off at a gigantic rally tophomore, and junior representa- the new ASB constitution, and will motto, "Where World Records are
Lysbeth Stables gave a dramatBroken," as USes Mel Patton
night in the Inner Quad, starting
tives."
of
have Dr. Robert Rhodes, head
ic interpretation to Beethoven’s
sharply at 8:15, announced Sal
Shirley Anthony, candidate for the Biology department, as stud- shattered the 100-yard mark of 9.4 Sonata in D Major, Opus
10.
by edging Lloyd LaBeach of PanMilian, publicity director. "Three
senior justice, is unopposed, since ent -faculty coordinator.
ama in 9.3. LaBeach came back to
In a voice free from strain, so- bands, plus a host of other enterBill Logan declintd his nominaOther by-law presentations are
tion for the post. Richard Robin- due to be made, but a vote of ac- tie the world standard of 10.2 in prano Gloria Surian performed tainers have been organized to
Rachmaninoff’s In the Silence of give State students on of the best
son, candidate for prosecuting at- ceptance on any new suggestions the 100-meters.
torney, and Jane _Potter, seeking will be tabled until the following
Patton did not enter this race the Night and Charles’ Over the shows of the year," he continued.
He said the rally will honor all
the office of corresponding secre- meeting next Monday. "
in order to save himself for the Land is April.
spring relays.
The majestic Rhapsody in E the candidates and will introduce
For candidates’ qualifications,
RALLY COMMITTEE
Flat Major by Brainns was skill- the two leading girls who will vie
LIKENS OUTSTANDING
."
see "ASPIRANTS TELL .
The Rally committee constitufully rendered on the piano by for the queen position in Wednesday’s election.
on Page Three of today, Daily. tion. rejected by Council members
Bob Likens turned in the out- Dottie Flifiet.
The show will feature the tallast week on the findings of Bob standing performance for the
Like a simple but beautiful song, ents of Don Vitale and his accordtory, are likewise without compe- Hines, may be submitted for re- Spartans as he got off his all-time
tition for their political join. Lep consideration, if the changes tee- best javelin toss at -217’ 31,4" to Delores O’Neill’s violin sang Men- ion; a new instrumental team, De delssohn’s Concerto in E Minor.
bold and Williams; Freddie Ross
win the college event.
Frizzi, a nominee for prosecuting onunended have been made.
leaving
Friday,
withdrew
Tenor Victor McClane gave a and his combo; Tommy Pratt and
attorney,
Another constitution, that of the
Tom Birmingham also scored
Robinson in the race alone.
Chapel committee, will come be- heavily for San Jose by winning genteel rendering on Recitative, his orchestra, related Milian.
Due to an error in nominations fore the Council for acceptance. the hop-step-and jump in the col- Ye People Rend Your Hearts from
MORE TALENT
Wednesday, both Roy DeSoto and
The matter of NSA, defeated in lege division with a leap of 45’ Mendelssohn’s Elijah, Ouvre Tes
Also
appearing
in the show will
balthe
Mike Thomas are listed on
the student opinion poll on Wed- 10 3-4", and taking a second in Yeux Bleus by Massenet, and
be Baritone Fred Ross, a former
Knock on the Door by Crist.
lot incorrectly.
nesday, was not listed for discus- the 400-meter hurdles.
USO entertainer; Les Walters and
sion on the Council agenda made
Ever popular with an audience his band; Jim Caputo, radio comDeSOTO RUNS
DISCUS
BELOW
PAR
available yesterday. It is within
Debussey’s work concluded the mentator. Vocalists Jacque Wolff
DeSoto, listed as a candidate
The discus trio of Woody Linn,
the constitutional right of the
program with a splendid interpre- and Jim Veteran will make their
for sophomore representative for Council to affiliate with NSA de- Grant Denmark and Ray Overtation of Poissons d’Or by Roberta appearances. Comedians Phil Curto
wishes
term,
the one-half year
spite the fact that student disap- house were definitely below par, Seymour on the piano.
tis, Roy Berterelli, "Slats" Slatoff
run for the one year term.
third
but
managed
to
take
second,
proval of the organization was
Aldana Freeman accompanied will give out with their fast rouThomas, listed as a candidate voiced at the election.
and fourth among the collegians.
tines. More laughs are promised
for junior representative for the
The 440 and 880 sprint relay the viola and violin selections.
by Woody Linn, George Beuhring
one-year term, wishes to run for
teams did not fare too well, taking
Mr. Penning Dexter directed and Bob Tobin. Ex-G.L entertainer
the half-year term.
third and fourth, respectively, in
the
student group.
(Continued on Page 6)
Voters choosing to cast ballots
the college competition. The two
for these men should write in the
miles relay squad also took a
name of their choice, and also, opthird.
posite the written name, use the
Howard Overhouse cleared 13’
San Jose State’s ROTC unit held
rubber stamp to mark "X".
its first full-dress parade on the 6" in the pole vault, winding up in
San Carlos turf Friday afternoon a seven -way tie for third.
By UNITED PRESS
Edited by PAUL VON HAFFTEN
before the critical eyes of a group
SUMMARY
of high ranking officers fromSixth
5,000 Meters--Vierra (FS), VefWASHINGTONPresident Harry Truman Saturday recognized
Army headquarters and Fourth
ling (C), Kline (OC), Seamont the new Republic of Israel which was set up in Palestine shortly after
Air Force.
the British gave up their mandate over the country. Meanwhile the
Colonel John H. Pitzer, ROTC (C) 15:43.4.
Dr. Raymond M. Mosher, head
110 Meter HH--Kreitz (S), Mcwas
officer
at
SJS,
commanding
Arabs,
augmented by Egyptian troops, continued their heavy.onslaught
has
department,
Psychology
of the
Kee (S), Batiste (Temper), Lawby land and air against the Jewish army.
been appointed director of the told by the inspecting group that rence (LAAC)-14.3.
beginning the unit had done well for the time
1948 summer session
Medley Relay
USC, LAAC,
WASHINGTONPresident Harry Truman vetoed the loyalty
June 28, according to Lowell C. organized and was on a par with Stanford, Olympic Club, UCLA
check
bill on persons he appoints to the Atomic Energy commission.
older
units
of
much
other
ROTC
Pratt of the Public Relations of10:07.8.
vintage on the coast.
fice.
SAN
FRANCISCOA battalion fire chief, Joseph Kane of District
100 meters LaBeach (Bat),
More than 180 cadets took part
It will be the first time in
1,
was
killed
in a fire which caused $750,000 damages on Van Ness
SJSC’s history that a director for in the parade which attracted a Bourland (LAAC), Anderson (C), avenue.
It lasted for over five hours.
Lightner
(UCLA)
-10.2.
onlookers.
throng.of
large
the session has been named.
440 Sprint RelayUSC, LAC,
Dr. Mosher, a member of the
5
LAKE SUCCESSThe new Jewish state of Israel asked the UniHittners, Calif., San Jose State
faculty since 1931, worked toward
ted Nations Security Council to halt the Arab invasions of Palestine
(O’Meara, Smalley, Parton, Binghis AB and MA degrees at Stanand if necessary to impose economic and military sanctions.
(Continued on Page 6)
ford. He studied at Columbia uniBERLINFather E. J. Flanagan, founder of Boys Town, Nebras
versity for his PhD.
ka, died of a heart attack here Saturday.
- -Thew___111raetar_ _was aa InMattrilte-Therripsan
Miss
_
structor in music here from 1913
"
ciate professor of music, is conSAN FRANCISCOUNESCO closed its three day session here
to 1919, then taught psychology
stantl on hand intently studying
Saturday with a ringing demand for complete freedom for man’s
voc
and coach ng t
lifeas theiviTird over. IVIECIeWo. three thousand aufugate. from seven
State college, Yale unfiiiniffir, sidtid
SAN LUIS- OBISPO=Cal Poly
"Robin Hood" rehearsals, reports
western states and two territories convened her during the three
the University of Utah, before rethe
Spartans
favored
the
in
upset
the Speech and Drama departturning to establish permanent
ment. The comic opera, in its last three-game CCAA baseball series day sessiOn.
residence at State.
three days of rehearsals, will open here Friday and Saturday, winDETROIT--The Ford Motor company asked for wage cuts, but
Dr. Mosher, during past summer
Thursday in the Morris Dailey au- ning the contests by 6-0, 7-5, and the United Auto Workers sought new pay raises. The company asked
vacations, has taught at North6-1. scores.
ditorium.
preserve "public security.".
western university, Yale, UniversRalph Romero, Bob Pifferini, the cuts to
Miss Thompson reports that
ity of Missouri, University of Sou- while students are carefully coach- and Bob Santos were the losing
CRESCENT CITYA phantom ship sent an SOS, It was bethern California, and the Univers- ed In music and dialogue they are San Jose State pitchers.
lieved by Coast Guard and Army authorities yesterday, as they searchity of Washington.
ed 12 hours fruitlessly for the mysterious ship. The search was called
given their own rein to assert
their individual conception of the
Stanford University’s golf team off and the officials expressed that it may have been a hoax.
upset San Jose State 14-13 Satrole.
BERLINThe Soviet administration here was under purge and
"Robin Hood" will run Thum:. urday on the Indian course. MorTomorrow is the last day for ;
several Soviet officers were ordered to Russia. A new political general
67,
good
lday
through
for
Fottrell’s
gan
Saturday
nights.
Tickroom
in
2%
veterans to fill out forms
named Scharnov was mainly responsible. He comes, directly from the
18 if they don’t want to receive 15 ets may be purchased in the Gra- points over the Indians’ Tom LamKremlin.
bie, led the Spartans.
duate Manager’s office, room 32.
days’ leave pay.

Birmingham Takes
Collegiate 1st, 2nd;
Patton Sets Mark

Variety Performed
I On Student Recital

ROTC Holds First
Full Dress Parade

OFF THE WIRE

Mosher Appointed
Summer Director
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By Al Johns

Sparioons

Call For Proof
That Woman’s
Equality Quest
Boosts U.S. VD

"Who’s That Honking . . . .?"

DON’T BE A SPACE HOG!
space in the vicinity of Sparta is at a premium!
Probably the only consolation for people with 7:30 classes is the
availability of a slot for the gas buggy. Atellat time of the morning
there’s plenty of choice. But, the lucky ones forget their fellowmen.
The early bird gets the space but he doesn’t have to be a hog
about it. It’s a sad case when a thoughtless Spartan planks his car
in the middle of a two-car section, cutting out the next guy to come
along. There are 7000 students here and it takes cooperation to
keep everyone parked.
San Jose has neglected to solve a downtown parking problem that
causing losses to merchants daily, so it follows that the college
rituation will not soon be relieved.
At many colleges administrations have moved to provide parking
facilities for increased student bodies, but by virtue of San Jose
State’s location, administrative hands are tied.
It is up to every student to cooperaemake the best of a diffi. ult situation. Next time you park think of the other fellow. Pull up
.o the car in front or as near to that driveway as safety will allow.
Don’t be a hog. Let’s all pull up together!
Parking

Hear From There

by Louis Noia

Devils And Ghouls

By AL CALDWELL
"Woman’s struggle for equality
with men is partly responsible
for the U. S. venereal disease
rate," asserted Dr. Henry C. Shumaker, San Francisco Mental Hygiene consultant for the U. S.
Public Health Service, in a recent
address to public health workers.
Dr. Shumaker also said that,
’"foo harsh a boss sometimes
drives a working person to sexual
activity."
Dr. J. R. Helier, head of the
U. S. Venereal Disease Division,
speaking at the same meeting,
stated,
"The
National
Public
Health Service program has rediced syphilis in the U. S. by 20
per cent since 1940."
The reactions of campus Sociology instructors tothese statements were sought.
STATISTICS INADEQUATE
"If Dr. Shumaker is implying
that the struggle has increased
sexual relations between men and
women, with the resultant increase in venereal disease, I think
that his statistics are inadequate,"
said Sociologist Claude N. Settles.
"I would want more proof before
I would agree to any such statement."
"Concerning the matter of too
harsh a boss, I don’t see why it
wouldn’t work the other way,
too," Settles asserted.
"There is no getting around
the fact that the National Public
Health Service has brought the
venereal disease problem into the
open to show people a sensible
solution for it, and has changed
medical practices from hiding disease and falsifying of records, to
practices of cure and prevention.
The National Public Health Service has made it possible for this
problem to be discussed openly
and in schools," he concluded.

Something for the kids from the Mount San Antonio Mountaineer:
A BIT SKEPTICAL
"Beneath the dimly lit heavens and on a crest of the San Jose
Hills, the devil has called a meeting of all the ghouls, witches, and
Dr. Milton B. Rendahl, Sociology instructor had this to say,
vampires in the Mt. San Antonio area." It sounds like fun!
"I am always a bit skeptical about
ex cathedra pronouncements of
this kind, offered without subThe venstantiating evidence.
"What’s wrong with Troy’s School Spirit?" has become the big ereal disease rate is a product
question of the week as the campaign to create a unified school spirit of many complex factors.
on the campus gets under way today," reads the April 28 ’sue of the "Women’s struggle for equality
with men is likewise a phenomeDaily Trojan. Not a bad idea.
non which manifests a great many
diverse facets. If women’s struggle-for-equiatty-Ieadg-to g-r-e-a t e r
sexual activity among unmarried
persons, Dr. Shumacher’s stateThe lead story in the CC Daily Californian:
"Invitations have been sent to all possible presidential candidates ment may be true. However, in
the news dispatch, no cause and
to speak on campus between April 30 and June 2. Henry A. Wallace
effect relationship is established.
is among the contenders to whom the invitations have been extended.
"News dispatches of this type
Fifty per cent of the men addresed have indicated Interest. . . ."
generally emphasize the sensational aspects of public addresses.
I suspect that Dr. Schumacher in
his speech analyzed the problem of the venereal disease rate
Part of the lead story in a recent issue of the Daily Californian:
much more fully, with due atten"A committee last night took a step in the direction of abolish- tion to
other casual factors as
ing discrimination in student organizations.
well," stated Dr. Rendahl.
"It voted to direct a survey of University approved organizations
"It is also interesting to note
to determine whether such discrimination exists, prior to adopting that while women’s struggle for
equality is still going for w a rd
a policy against discrimination."

Spirit Of Troy

Invite Candidates

Discrimination

"Young man, stay away from my daughter, Annabel" (Yvonne
Cadwallader, I. , says the widow, Dame Durden (Ruth Peters) to
Allan a Dale (Virginia Weimers, r.) in a scene from the comic opera,
"Robin Hood." Although a male role, Allan a Dale,ia traditionally
played by 4%VintralL

’ROBIN HOOD’ CAST STARTING
DRESS REHEARSALS TONIGHT
Full dress rehearsals for the comic opera, "Robin Hood" will
get underway tonight in Morris Dailey auditorium climaxing a month
of tedious rehearsals. There are but three days remaining before the
curtain rises on this opera at 8:15, Thursday, starting its three-day run.
The stage crew, under the direction of J. Wendell Johnson,
set designer, and James Lioi, worked laboriously last weekend in
completing and setting up the
medieval and forest green settings
used in the opera.
A towering 18 foot Maypole
decorated with streamers of pastel colors is now in readiness for
the sixteen pretty dancers; each
dressed in knee-length, frilly e,osatomes they will dance around the
Maypole personifying the vivaciousness of youth.
COSTUMES ARRIVE
Costumes have arrived for the
entire cast, and the various colored dress for villagers, dancers,
outlaws, combined with the picturesque settings, will set the
stage ablaze with colors of red,
green, and rustic brown. There
will be all the gaity and splendor
that existed during the imaginary
reign of Robin Hood and his
merry band of followers in the
12th century.
Ten new Kliegi-Eliposidal nights
have been rented and they are
now being installed in the ceiling of the auditorium. A new dimmer board is also being installed
to handle these lights, which are
so exacting and powerful, that
from a distance of 400 feet they
can spot-focus on a singer’s face,
without the slightest blur.

each person will be working toward absolute perfection.
On
Tuesday’s and Wednesday’s rehearsals, full make-up will be
used.
The score of "Robin Hood" will
be presented in its entirety, but
it is interesting to note, that "0
Promise me," which has only two
verses, may have another verse
added. A third verse has popped
up in the Music department, and
it may be interrpulated in the
song. The outcome depends on
its performance through the remaining rehearsals.

5 TAT IE

EDWARD G.

ROBINSON

200 INVOLVED
Over 200 people are involved
in this production, and according
to Dr. Hugh Gillis, production
director, these next three nights
the v. d. rate, according to Dr
Heller quoted in the same dis
patch, has been reduced 20 pe
cent since 1940," Dr. Rendahl
concluded.
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STATE RESTAURANT
Presents to studenh

Complete Fountain Service
Student Luncheonette 50c
Low priced breakfast
and I0inners
Delicious Italian Dishes

GIRLS!
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Permanents
$5.00 & up

Plain Finger
Wave-Shampoo $1.25

Helen Curtis Permanents
$7.50 & up

Oil Shampoo and Wave
$1.50

12 Lanes
FOUNTA1NN-& LUNCH
Opss from 10 A.M.

PAT AZEVEDO, Operator

Open Wednesday Evonings

571 E. Santa Clara

Men & Womfes P.i.
Classes held here.
WE FEATURE A FULL LINE OF
BOWLING BALL BAGS AND SHOES
Lewis Stommel-y

Check our prices
ELLYN MERRICK, Mgr. -

had "Daffy" Pal’s. lAsp.

JOSE
BOWL
172 W. Santa Clara Bal. 8423

Col. 3572-W
4

Race Discrimination PROFESSOR LANE Laurence Sears
Theme Of Student LEAVES SPARTA; Speaks Here On
Fiction In "Reed" TAKES PHOTO JOB 3:7 Democracy
What might happen if racial
discrimination were practiced in
a college sorority is the theme
of a story, "Ding Dong Belle,"
by Carolyn Hackman in "The
Reed," a magazine made up of
SJS student writing which will
be off the press this month.
’The hypothetical ease," Miss
Hackman stated," is given in the
form of a letter by a ’snob sister’
to a friend." Judges of the Phelan literary competition, in which
Miss Hackman’s story was originally entered, regarded it as a
good example of student -written
satire.
"The Reed" will sell for 25
cents and copies may be reserved
in the English office. The printing will be limited.

AER PLANS SPORTS
TOURNEY, BARBE-O
The Engineering Society, Alpha
Eta Rho, and aeronautics majors
are planning a joint sports -tournament and barbecue to be held
soon. The date has not been definitely set. Representatives of Alpha Eta Rho will attend the next
meeting of the Engineering Society to discuss plans.
The feature attraction is the
bicycle race between Dr. R. J.
Smith, head of the Engineering
department, and Mr. D. L. James
of the Aeronautics department,
announced Frank Delfino, president of the Engineering Society.
0-

34?

Titchinin Will Speak
At Student Y Tonight
The Spyers, Student Y seminar
group of public affairs, will present Mr. Titchinin, manager of
the San Jose Consumer Cooperatives, Monday night at 7:30 in
the Student Y lounge. He will
speak on "The Part Cooperatives
Play in Our Economic System"
and discussion will follow.
Topics to be aired in the next
few meetings are: 1131T, Issues
in the ’48 Election and FEPC. "All
interested students are invited,"
stated Muriel Waltz, "and refreshments will be served."

PLACEMENT OFFICE
First and second grade instrumental music teaching positions
in Northern California. Salary,
$3700.

Will L. Lane, associate professor of photography, instructed his
final class at San Jose State college Wednesday subsequent to
assuming duties as Executive Director of the Brooks Institute of
Photography at Santa Barbara.
Lane came to San Jose State in
September, 1947, after having
served a four year period with a
photographic detachment in the
Army air Corps. Prior to his wartime service he was editor of
Minicsern photography magazine.
Lane did his undergraduate
work at the .1.Jniversity of Minnesota, and likened his tenure as
instructor here to his student
days at college.
"I’m genuinely sorry to leave
San Jose State college," he said
yesterday. "I really like it here,
but this unexpected development
just couldn’t be ignored."
Lane will assume duties at
Brooks Institute -early next week.

Movie On Diets Will
Be Shown Tomorrow

Laurence Sears of the Mills
College department of Philosophy
will hold an assembly tomorrow
morning at 10:30 in the Morris
Dailey auditorium.
Dr. Sears will speak on the
topic, "American Democracy, Today and Tomorrow."
The speaker has addressed a
number of local groups, among
them the American Association
of University Women. He is an
expert on Soviet Russia.
All faculty members and students are invited to attend.

EWENS TO LEAD
PSYCH SEMINAR
The third and last in a series
of Spring quarter Psychology department seminars will be held
at 3:30 p.m. tomorrow in roam
122.
Price Ewens, instructor in Psychology, will read a paper entitled, "Measure of Experience
in Vocational Areas," and will
lead the group in a discussion of
this subject, Dr. Burtop Henry,
program chairman, announces.
The seminar is open to Psychology faculty members and upper division Psychology majors
and minors.
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SEC. ALLEN SPEAKS
AT UNESCO MEET

J. Paid Sheedy* Switched to Wildroot Cream-Oil

California state colleges will be
authorized to grant Bachelor of
Science degrees if the recommendation of the State Department of Education is approved
by the State Board of Education,
President T. W. MacQuarrie announced yesterday. The action
of the State Department of Education was approved by the presidents of the state colleges during
their two-d y meeting in San Francisco Tu day and Wednesday.
At the present time the state
colleges are authorized to grant
only Bachelor of Arts degrees.I
San Jose State college has been
conferring A. B. degrees since 1922
and in 1948 the college was authorized to offer fifth year grad-

uate work leading to a secondary teaching credential.
Efforts on the part of the state
college to obtain authorization to
grant Master of Arts degrees have
so far been unsuccessful.

AERO LAB TO HOLD
ANNUAL "CRASH"
Aeronautics lab will hold their
annual "crash" on Saturday, Mar*
22 at Big Basin, according to AI
Riemer, areonautics student.
All students *Who wish to attend
are asked to contact either Mr.
Donald L. James or Mr. Thomas
E. Leonard, instructors in the
aero lab.

SPARTANS

40

learn tO dance for less in the
new Arthur Murray
class for students
Meat now friends, gain new popularity, learn to dance the famous
ARTHUR MURRAY way at special new student rate. Yes it’s true
no need to miss those dancing
dates when you can learn to dance
for so little.
Contact Dick Parrott, campus
representative, in the Student
Union tomirrow morning between
8:30 and 9:30 or call Cot -9400
for full particulars on the new
San Jose State student dancing
class starting Thursday at 5 p.m.

ARTHUR
MURRAY
San Jose

HOOK

Vote "Yes" for Firemen’s Measure No.1
May 17tiuMunicipal Election

SAVE OUR FIREMEN
FROM THE BURNING SHAME OF BEING
THE LOWEST PAID FIREMEN IN ALL
COMPARABLE BAY AREA CITIES

THE POLITICIANS WHO OPPOSE THIS MEASURE
WILL NEVER RISK THEIR LIVES FOR YOU,
--11111YOUR=FIREMEI4WILLII

Wildroot Company, Inc., Hi..ffslo ii, N Y.

Col. 9400

San Joseans

Because Be Flunked The Finger Nail Test

ALL panda -moot= joetbreke looser for-tharlittle guy whir
the hairy ears and two black eyes. Somebody snitched his
Wildroot Cream-0111 You may not be a panda - but why
little bit
not see what Wildroot Cream-Oil canda? Just
grooms your hair neatly and naturally without that plastereddown look. Relieves annoying dryness and removes loose,
ugly dandruff. And Wildroot Cream -Oil helps you pass the
Fingernail Test! It’s non-alcoholic . . . contains soothing
Lanolin. Get a tube or bottle of Wil(lro,., Cream -Oil hair tonic
at any drug or toilet goods counter tolay. And always a*
case there’s
your barber for a professional opica.’on. In
Cream-Oil
Wildroot
some
keep
house
panda in your
lhanda for him!
r.
* of 327 Barrow:1n Drive,

3

Si STATE AWAITS AUTHORIZATION TO
GIVE BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREES

A technicolor movie dealing
with diets and their effects on
health will be shown tomorrow
at 1:30 p.m. All pre-med, predental and pharmacy students are
requested to attend the showing
in room 39.
The picture is being sponsored
by the Pharmacy club and will
be shown representatives of the
Any or all
Squibb Company.
The first appearance of the
students interested in this im- play, "Ante-room to Heaven" by
portant field are invited to attend Wesley Gordon, was made in the
Fox Trot
the picture.
Bret Harte auditorium in HaySamba
ward Saturday night.
Rhumba
Playwright Gordon is a San
Waltz
Jose State college speech graduate, class of 1930.
Swing
Ed Cormaek, freshman teacher
Four San Jose State delegates
were among the 3000 who heard training student, played the role
Assistant Secretary of State of Freddie in the play.
Mr. Gordon directed the play
938 The Alameda
George Venable Allen speak on the
"Role Of UNESCO in World Cris- himeslf.
is" in -the opening plenary session
of the UNESCO Regional conference in San Francisco Thursday.
Friday’s feature speakers were
Dr. Vera Dean, director of research for the Foreign Policy association, and Erwin D. Canham, editor of the Christian Science Mon.
it or.
San Jose delegates are students,
Phil Robertson and Emerson ArGET YOUR FIREMEN OFF THE
ends, and faculty members George
G. Bruntz and Harold P. Miller.
AND UP THE LADDER
They planned to remain in San
Francisco for the final plenary
session Saturday morning.

SJS GRADUATE HAS
PLAY PRODUCED

SPARTAN DAILY

YOU DON’T WANT CHEAP FIREMEN IN
A UFE AND DEATH EMERGENCY

VOTE "YES" FOR SAFETY’S SAKE
AT THE POLLS TODAY

\I
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Aspirants Tell Of QualiFications
Thirteen Candidates State Reasons
For Seeking Various ASB Positions
an active member of the Sophomore Council for three quarters,
and also the Rally Committee and
AWS. Ann declares: "My platform will be the voice of the junior class. I hope that next year
CLASS REPRESENTATIVE
the class of ’50 will be closer recandi- presented("to the Student CounMICHAEL THOMAS,
date for junior class representa- cil."
tive on the one-half year term,
is an advertising major. He is
RON LA MAR is a candidate
the business manager of "Ly- for Sophomore Class Representacurgus," and a member of SAE tive to the Student Council. Ron
22- year - old has had experience as councilman
fraternity.
social
Mike, who lives in Los Gatos, is at Campbell High school.
His
a veteran a three years in the platform: "An honest vote on
air corps. His campaign slogan every issue. A close coordination
is: "Organization of the Junior between the Sophomore class
class into a functioning unit."
members and the Student Council. I plan to consult the SophoBOB MADSEN, a San Jose more council as well as individual
boy, is candidate for the half- members of the class on any and
year term of Sophomore Repre- all controversial issues."
sentative. He is a former chairREPRESENTATIVE-AT-LARGE
man of Freshman Camp ComE:STHER WEAKLEY, a Home
mittee, and also Frosh class reStudent Economics major from El Centhe
to
presentative
Council. He will strive for "closer tro, wishes to be a Representarelations between class council tive -at-large. A member of the
Sophomore Council during 1946and Student Council."
47, she is now House President
Gamma Phi Beta sorority.
of
maROY DE SOTO, a pre -legal
Delta
jor, seeks the one-year Sopho- Esther is also a member of
more Representative position. He Mu Theta, Co-chairman of State
is the incumbent Freshman Re- Camp, and an officer in the. Stupresentative to Student Council, dent Y. She promises to do her
and a former CSF president at best "to represent the majority
San Jose High. De Soto favors of the students, and to promote
NSA affiliation, but says he will greater democracy on the Stunot vote tor it until another A.SB dent Council."

Thirteen of the 28 candidates
nominated for the 12 Associated
Student Body offices have presented their qualifications to the
Spartan Daily.

poll proves more favorable. Roy
LEAH KELLER is a candidate
would like more "intercollegiate
scholastic and creative activities for women’s Representative -atrather than so much emphasis large. A Senior Mtisic major, she
was last year’s Co-chairman of
on athletics."
State Camp and a member of
ELEANORE JOHNSON, a jun- class council for three years. Leah
ior Teaching Training major from is president of Alpha Chi Omega,
San Leandro, seeks to be Senior and also a Spartan Spear. Her
Representative on the one-year platform is to "represent all of
ballot. She says: "1’11 do my best the students as they wish to be
to serve the student body and my represented on the council."
class if elected to the council."
JANE POTTER, a junior
PATTY WALSH, a Speech ma- Teacher Training major from Valjor from Morgan Hill, is cam- lelo, seeks the Corresponding Secpaigning for Senior Class Repre- retary position. She is president
sentative, also on the one-year of Spartan Spears, the Junior
ballot. Pat was Freshman sec- Class Treasurer, and a member
If elected, Jane
retary -treasurer, Sophomore Class of Alpha Phi.
president, and is a Student Coun- promises to: "Do my best to add
cil representative. She will work to the cooperative spirit and effor "efficiency between Council ficiency of the Student Council."
and Student Body, and to repreMARSH PITMAN, a candidate
sent the views of all the students in an impartial manner." for Representative- at -large to
the Student Council, is a .SOph4r
ROSS FULLER is another can- more biological science major
didate for Senior Representative, from San Jose. A member of his
and also on the one-year term class council during his freshman
basis. Ross, a junior Chemistry year in 1945-46, he had his colmajor, was ASB president in high lege interrupted, as he says,
school. He says: "If elected, I "courtesy of the U. S. Army."
will try to keep the council in Marsh wishes to represent the
more close alignment with the student body "with hard work and
majority of the students’ wishes." clear thinking for the benefit of
all."
BILL SWASEY, a candidate
for Senior Class Representative
to the Student Council, is a History major from Santa Cruz. A
former
vice-president
of
the
Sophomore Class, Bill has also
been a member of the Social Affairs Committee. He promises to
"give direct representation of
the class members at the council
meetings, and believe in closer association between class councils
and Student Council."

SENIOR JUSTICE
SHIRLEY ANTHONY, a junior
Home Economics major from San
Jose, is running for the office of
Senior Justice to the Student
Court. She is the present clerk
of Student Court, vice-president
ot Alpha Omicron Pi, a member
of Delta Nu Theta. Shirley promises, if elected, to further the activities and standards of Student
Court.

TEACHERS
CONVENE
TOMORROW

SJS Holds First
Military Ball
At Ste. Claire

Rev. Lower Speaks
At CCF Meet Today

Three of the 28 candidates
nominated last Wednesday have
withdrawn from the running for
their respective ASB positions.
LEN FRIZZ’, who was nominated for the office of prosecuting attorney, declared: "I would
like to thank those persons who
nominated me, but my duties
with the City Recreation department, combined with other factors, would not allow me sufficient time to devote to the office
if I were elected."
PAUL CANE, nominated for
the position of Student Representative-at-large, said: "I wish
to thank those responsible for
nominating me. However, because
I may not attend school next
fall, I will be unable to accept
the nomination."
BILL LOGAN, running for
Senior Justice, remarked that he
did not choose to run and thanked
those kind enough to consider him.

135 E. San Antonio

ADVANCED DEGREES
7. All candidates for advanced
degrees who expect to become
members
of
college
faculties
should have some knowledge of
curricular theory and practice
and of the interrelations of various fields of knowledge and their
methods.
& All candidates for advanced
degrees who expect to become
members
of college
faculties
should learn something of the
variety of relations which have
obtained or which may obtain
among (a) the college, (b) the
college teacher, and (c) the society within which higher education is carried on.
9. Soon after the completion of
their graduate study, superior
prospective college teachers
should be regarded as Teaching
Fellows for at least a year so
that they may learn through discussion, observation, and actual
practice how to do the various
kinds of educational work expected
of a teaching member of a college
faculty.

USES OF MEATS
DEMONSTRATED
Miss Helen A. Shepard of the
National Livestock and Meat
board was on the campus recently
to give a demonstration on uses
of meats for Miss Nevenzels Foods
10C class and for Demonstrations
In Home Economics Education.
It requires a very sharp ear to
hear the sound of prices falling.

PAR PHOTO
SERVICE
Photo Supplies . Finishing
61 L Santa Clara Street

SAVE IN CASH!
.._ 3c A GAL ON REGULAR
31/2c A GAL. ON ETHYL
It’s true, Guys an Gals. Buy
your gasoline at the BAAVON
STATION. 4th and William.
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.

SAAVON
Service Station
N.E. Cor. 4fiv & William

LET’S GET IN SHAPE

II

NOW!
laJOIN
AT REDUCED RATES

(Corner Post and So. Market Sts.)
MASSAGE
REDUCING
HEAT ROOM
BODY-BUILDING
FIGURE CONTROL
WEIGHT -GAINING
PHYSICAL THERAPY
CABINET STEAM BATHS
ULTRA -VIOLET SOLARIUM
PHYSICAL CONDITIONING
ALL-PURPOSE ’GYMNASIUM

35c - Box Lunch - 35c

Self Service

4. In addition to knowledge of
the subject -matter of his special
field of concentration, the graduate study of the prospective college teacher should give him a
command of the broader division
of knowledge within which his
field of concentration lies.
5. In addition to the techniques
which he may learn to employ in
solving his individual research
problem, the prospective teacher
should be given a concrete acquaintance with the full range of
basic research methods used in
his division of studies.
6. In the prospective college
teacher’s academic preparation,
the subject -matter and methodology of any body of knowledge
should be taught and learned together.

130 POST STREET

ANN GUENTHER, a Sopho’nom Social Service major from
Palo Alto, is another candidate
for Junior Representative, also on
the one-half year terni. She was

San Jose Box Lunch

Raymond Mosher, Psychology department head, returned to
campus yesterday after attending a national conference on the Preparation of College Teachers held at the University of Chicago.
During his two weeks’ absence from San Jose State, Dr. Mosher also
visited the campuses of several Midwestern colleges and universities.

Describing the Chicago conference as "an enlightening session
of discussion and consideration of
the problems of colege teacher
A conference of high school and preparation," Dr. Mosher said that
college science ariamathematics these nine general recommendateachers will be held tomorrow at tions were made:
7:45 in room 112 of the Science
RECOMMENDATIONS
building.
According to Dr. Carl D. Dun1. The prospective college teachcan, science head at SJS, the er should have training in research
meeting has been scheduled to co- of such a character as to give him
ordinate teaching of science and the experience of making a contrinutthematics in Santa Clara coun- bution to understanding.
ty high schools and San Jose col2. The research training of a
lege.
prospective teacher should be acThe conference will be opened quired, whenever feasible, in conwith a presentation of three fields nection with a problem of such
to be discussed. Addresses will be scope and significance as will lead
made by W. A. Hunting of Gilroy him to employ a considerable vaand Dr. 0. L. Brauer, concerning riety of the principles, materials,
the physical science field.
and techniques of his eventual
Dr. Robert D. Rhodes will speak teaching field.
college
on biological science, and William
prospective
The
3.
Huff, Los Gatos, will discuss math- teacher should have, preferably
ematics.
before his graduate work beThe general session will be brok- gins,
well-balanced general
a
en into three panels. Dr. Benja- education in the major arts and
min F. Naylor, SJS, and Martin sciences.
Glassen of Live Oak Union High
school will head the physical science section.
Dr. G. A. McCallum, SJS, and
Claude Flock of Fremont high
school, Sunnyvale, will head the
biological science group. Mathematics discussion will be directed
A military ball, the first in
by Dr. William H. Myers, SJS, and
Morton Cramer of Campbell high SJS history, will be held June 4
in the Empire Room at the Hotel
school.
Sainte Claire, announced Jack
Fowler, Silver Saber society president.
The ball, sponsored jointly by
the Torch and Sword and the
Silver Saber societies, will be restricted
to members of the ROTC
Rev. Owen Lower of the European Christian Mission will be and honor guests.
On the invitation list are: Govguest speaker at today’s CCF
meeting at 12:30 in room B60, ernor Earl Warren, the State
announced President Bob Baylis. Adjutant General, President T.
Rev. Lower recently returned W. MacQuarrie, Dean Paul M.
from Europe where he spent two Pitman, ROTC units at neigh.
months in Bible teaching through- boring colleges, commanders of
out England, France, Italy, Czech- near - by military installations,
and ranking officers on the reoslovakia, and Holland.
"Mr. Lower will give an inform- serve or retired list who are reative message on Europe’s need," siding in the Bay area.
Fowler expects the ball to be
announced Missionary Chairman
Lynne Ekstrand. She invites all the biggest social event of the
interested students to attend this year at San Jose State.
Bids will be available for ROTC
meeting. Attention is called to the
change in meeting room. B60 is cadets on Friday. Sales will be
located in the barracks outside handled by the Torch and Sword.
the Health wing.

of junior, representative for the
o -half year _term A San sl
Sophomore
class president, on the Rally committee, Frosh-Soph Councils. He
promisee "good, sincere representation, ;Ind loyal, truthful service."

or you may select
SANDWICHES - PIE - MILK - ETC.
For BAG LUNCHES

MOSHER AT NATIONAL
COLLEGE TEACHERS MEET

THE BEST IN ORIENTAL AND AMERICAN FOODS

THE TRAVELER’S CAFE
The Corner of N. 4th and Jackson Sts.

Individual Instruction
for

MEN and WOMEN

HEALTH is WEALTH
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SPORTS
FROSH NINE COMPETES
SUCCESSFUL SEASON
By HAL SOUSA
San Jose State’s first frosh baseball nine in several years completed a highly successful season recently. Under the guidance of
Coach Bill Duran, the first year men had a record of 14 wins against
five defeats and one tie. Several top-flight diamond crews, including
Stanford frosh, California frosh and Salinas JC, fell before the local
onslaught.
TOP COACH
Coach Duran, a former Spartan
shortstop great, did a remarkable job of moulding the yearlings
Into a winning ball club. The
likeable mentor took time out
from his coaching duties at Santa
Clara High to lead the squad.

TODAY’S GAMES

The Pyle Inn Boys tangle with
ROTC today on diamond 1 at 3:45
p.m.
At 5 p.m. The Garden City
Athletic Club meets the Spartan
Daily Reds on diamond 1, and on
Pitching was one of the big diamond 2 the Wildcats will opfactors during the winning sea- pose the Student Y nine.
son. Pete Mesa, who twirled two
no-hit, no-run tilts while at Fremont High, and San Jose’s Cliff
"Lefty" Craig shared mound duties in fine fashion.

Spartan Daily

FAST BALLER
Righthander Mesa featured a
blistering fast ball and sharp breaking curve that sent many
batters back to the dugout via
the strike -out route. The highlight of Mesa’s season was his
16 strike -out performance against
the Bear babes.

Softball Standings
(Softball standings up to and
including May 14)

NATIONAL
Teams
Spartan Manor
Garden City AC
Hit Paraders
Spar. Daily Reds
Wildcats
Student Y
Spartan Chi

SGO UPSET BY
TRIPLE GAMMA
’CH Gamma upset the dope bucket yesterday by shading the
previously undefeated S.G.O. softball team in extra innings, 16-15.

1

LEAGUES RE-FORM IN
GIRLS SOFTBALL TOURNEY

’SUDDEN DEATH’ TOURNEY
TO BEGIN NEXT WEEK
By REX PARRISH
The Spartan Daily softball league "Sudden Death" tournament
will begin next week. The tournament will be composed of the eight
top teams from the American and National leagues. A seven game
series will be played, in which competition will be severe, nerves will
be taut and players and onlookers alike will be on edge.

Library Exhibits
Posters On
Nursing Profession
Posters asking for the service
of women in the nursing profession are being exhibited on the
walls of the library art room, reports Miss Dora Smith, reference
librarian.

LEAGUE
Sponsored by the Nurses AssoL
Pct. ciation, the posters are the work
1
.800 of students of high schools and
4
1
.750 junior high schools of Santa Clara
3
1
3
.750 county, Miss Smith says.
2
.600
3
Two cash prizes are offered, one
2
2
.500
for a high school student and one
1
4
.200
for a junior high school student.
0
5
.000 The winning posters will be exhibited in downtown department
LEAGUE
5
0
1.000 stores.
Mrs. Irene Brundage of the lo4
1
.800
2
.600 cal hospital staff is responsible
3
2
1
.666 for organizing the campaign.
Judges are Mrs. Jack Wright
1
2
.333
1
4
.200 and Mrs. Gladys Vogelman.
0
3
.000

Many experts will agree that
the former Fremont star could
make any diamond team alone
on his hitting power and ability
to play several positions.
The
AMERICAN
Sunnyvale lad wielded a big bat,
batting .436 and crashing out Ridgerunners Music Club
three home runs.
Gay Ninery
The old baseball adage "that
The Cakers
pitchers don’t hit," certainly did
Pyle Inn Boys ,
not apply to Duran’s mound staff.
Newman Club
Cliff "Lefty" Craig, brilliant curve
ROTC
bail artist, also was a mean man
with the war club. Craig’s .333
batting average stamped him as
one of the better stickers on the
nine.
Just like in the movies, a new
HARD HITTER
LOS ANGELES, May 17. (UP) prep track whiz has been disTop man in the batting departlegislative interim commit- covered in northern California’s
ment of regulars was J. D. Rus- A
sell, who led the freshmen with tee probing boxing deaths today Tamalpais Union High school.
Karl
Olson
a lusty .432 clip. The hard-play- studied a suggestion that the age Seventeen -year -old
had
been
a
basketball
and baselimit
for
amateur
boxers
be
lowing third sacker played a conball star but never got around
sistent brand of ball both in the ered to 18.
Boxing Foach George Tolson to trying his hand at running.
field and at the plate. He concluded the campaign by blasting and Amateur Arena Manager
BASE PATH SPEED
out three hits in the final en- Mann Cano said cutting the age
But
a coach noticed his speed
from 18, now the limit for both
counter with Modesto JC.
circling the bases, got him to
Infielder. Earl
was amateurs and professionals, would
Wright
don running pants and turned
elected captain of the club by his give boyea-chsuice for more ring
against a stopwatch.
frosh teammates. The classy sec- experience and training before him loose
And the first time Karl sprinted
ond baseman covered acres of they turn pro.
Three members of the commit- 100 yards he zipped the distance
territory around the "keystone
seconds. Nothing sensaspot" and boasted a .366 batting tee, Lester McMillan, Los An- in 10.2
Clark
Fletcher,
Long tional? Well, the dash record
mark.
His sensational fielding geles,
for the league in whivh Tamalpais
and timely stick work played a Beach, and Judge J. G. Crichton,
is a stodgy 10.4 seccompetes
Fresno,
said
they
thought it was
major role during the sked.
a good idea. Chairman Jack onds. Now Karl is being groomed
Thompson, San Jose, was satis- for big things.
fied with the present limit.
Assemblyman Tom Doyle, former boxing figure, Appeared as
Word has been received by
a guest of the committee yesterRaymond Mosher, Psychology deday
and
asked
why
it
was
concenBy ROBERT PRESCOTT
trating on boxing. Doyle said partment head, that a petition
UP Sports Writer
there were many deaths each year of the San Jose State college
SAN FRANCISCO, May 17. in football, horse racing, and auto Honorary Psychology society for
(UP)Short shots:
membership in the National Honracing, too.
A challenger to the mighty
McMillan said the committee orary society in Psychology has
Phillips Oilers’ long reign in Na- would get around to other sports been approved by the National
tional AAU basketball is being later.
Council.
lined up here. It’s the forthcoming San Francisco entry in the
American Basketball league, with
a roster thatimAlda like a "Who’s
Who" of Pacific Coast basketball.
Coach of the promising new
cage team probably will beelitime AllArnetican IlkhkLuisetti. And ALL he’ll have to build
PI DELI’S ANNUAL BARN DANCE
his squad around will be three
other coast hoop immortals
Andy Wolfe and Chuck Hanger of
California and Jack Nichols of
Washington.
MAY 22
In fact, the new team probably
will sign California’s entire 1948
DANCING
AIASSA’S
J. Wisleind’s
starting quintet, which some dieBARN
hards still insist was the nation’s
9 ’fil you drop
A$.& - OM says .
top college five, despite injuries
on King Road
"I’ll be
BOB KENT
that kept it from getting a crack
Bid available
at the NCAA title, George Walkand
there."
er, Earl Strader and Gordon Cuat door
COMBO
neo of the Bears already are
promised.

CHALLENGER TO
REIGN OF OILERS

1

5

By BETTY WHITAKER
The original WAA Softball tournament was cancelled Thursday
Phil Piazza drove in the win- afternoon because of unevenly matched teams. A new tournament
ning tally when he bunted Al consisting of two leagues will begin tomorrow, announced Softball
Pinard across the plate. Merl
Manager Leta Walters. The first league will consist of The Fighting
Root led the S.G.O. stickmen with
Irish, Alpha Phi, The Hot Shots and the YWCA. The second league
four hits.

TRACK STAR
LOWER LIMIT
AT TAMALPAIS
FOR AMATEURS

tit

SPARTAN DAILY

The four top teams from each
league wil be slugging it out to see
who is champ.
For the first time in the history
of the Spartan -Daily league, a trophy will be presented to the winning team in the form of a running
shield. This trophy will not be the
permanent property of any team,
but will be rotated each year to
the winning team of the league.
Permanent trophys for individual
members of the winning team may
also be given.
Teams eligible for the tournament will be published in an early
issue of the Daily. Until then, soft- ’
ball fans, let your enthusiasm run
high, and prepare yourselves for
an exciting time. You’ll get it when
the champs get together!

consists of the teams winning
most of their games in the original
tournament and includes
The DDT’s, the Naughty Girls,
Blue Foogs, and the Fly Swatters.
GAMES TOMORROW
Game time tomorrow will ’find
the Fighting Irish up against the
Alpha Phi’s while the Hot Shots
play the YW. The DDT’s are
scheduled to tangle with the
Naughty Girls in the opening
game of the second league.
Results of last week’s and final
Play in the original WAA Softball tourney found the league leading Fly Swatters knocking
the Hot Shots to win a 12-4 victory.
The Fighting Irish were
trounced by the DDT’s with a
14-5 score while the Naughty
Girls handed the cellared YW another defeat with a 13-2 beating.
Final standings in the original
WAA tournament:
Team
Fly Swatters
’Naughty Girls
The DDT’s
Blue Frogs
Fighting Irish
Hot Shots
Alpha Phi
YWCA

W
5
5
4
3
2
1
1
0

L
0
1
1
2
3
4
4
6

Pct.
1.000
.833
.800
.600
.400
.200
.200
.000

TRACKMEN FACE TOUGH
SCHEDULE THIS WEEK
By CARL UNDERWOOD
The coming weekend will be a big one for the San Jose State
track team. Friday night several outstanding Spartan cindermen will
travel to Los Angeles to compete in the star-studded Coliseum Relays.
The following night, practically the same team that entered the West
Coast Relays will vie for honors at Modesto in a sequel to
Fresno’s annual classic of last
week -end.
The Coliseum will bring together
practically the cream of the country’s track and field athletes, and
should give some indication of who
will represent the U.S. Olympic
team in several events.
Participation in this meet is by
invitation only, which means most
of the entrants are bound to be
top notch trackmen.
To date, six Spartans have been
invited to enter the relay classic.
They are Don Smalley, who will
compete in the 100 -yard dash, the
NC2A javelin champ of two years
standing, Bob Likens, and a four-

man 440 sprint relay team.
Just who will make up this
quartet is a good question, since
two tentative members, Steve O’Meara and Bill Parton, must devote part of their time to spring
football practice, as well as track.
Providing they, Don Smalley and
Bob Bingham are all in top shape,
the Spartans should give almost
any similar quartet in the U.S. a
battle.
Several more San Jose thinclads
may receive invitations this week,
since those in charge of the event
will have a chance to look over the
outstanding performers in the
West Coast Relays.
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SOCIETY APPROVED

Thipesa BarniDance
A’Cornitt’
THIS SAT. NITE
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Jean Glines Is)
It’s

Always the right time for Delicious Ice Cream

AMERICAN DAIRY ICE CREAM
AMERICAN DAIRY PRODUCTS
17th and Santa Clara
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SPARDI GRAS
ISSUED
MATERIALS
"Lumber, nails and paper for
Spardi Gras concessions will be
distributed today only," announced Bob Johnson, chairman of construction, late last week. He stated all concession chairmen should
report to him between 2:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m. to receive the materials. They will be distributed behind the Industrial Arts building,
he said.
The chairman also announced
that all concessions must have a
sealed container for tickets .collected on SG Day. "No money is
to be handled," he emphasized.
The containers are to be turned
in to the Business office at the end
of the day, he concluded.

Spartan Spears
Get Lost Articles
All los’t articles turned in at the
Information office this quarter
will be turned over to the Spartan
Spears for a general sale, according to the Information office.
Students who have lost articles
this quarter are asked to contact
or write a letter to the Spears
describing their property. If it is
among the articles found it will
be reserved for the owner.
All articles not claimed will go
on sale June 2 in front of the
Morris Daily auditorium.

WAR ASSETS SELL
USED TYPEWRITERS
The
SAN FRANCISCO (UP)
War Assets Administration today
announced it will conduct a special
sale of used typewriters to World
War II veterans next Monday and
Tuesday.
The sale will be at the WAA
warehouse at Sixth and Channel
streets here. The only requirement
is that veterans must show their
discharge papers to make a purchase.

Monday. May 17 1948

More On

TRACK
(Continued from Page 1)
ham),. UCLA
JAVELIN Seymour (LAAC),
Held (S), Friedenbach (C) -- 224’
3-4,, .
UCLA,
880 Yard Relay USC,
LAAC, CALIF., SAN JOSE (0’Meant, Smalley, Mangini, Bing1:26.6.
ham
Shot Put -- Shipkey (UCLA),
Delaney (0C).
Bayless (USC),
Thompson (LAAC),-53’ 4 3-4".
Broad Jump - Steele (SDS),
Barksdale (BM), Patsalis (USC),
Aihara ( USC) 25’ 11 3-4".
2 Mile Relay LAAC, UCLA,
Calif., San Jose (Seymour, Knowles, Nash, Haynes), 0C-7:42.0.
400 Meter Hurdles- Cochran
(LAAC). Schnell (USC), Birmingham (SJ), 048:3, (LAAC)
52,2.
High Jump - Barksdale (Bat),
Stanich (UCLA), Tie, Hanger (C),
Barnes 6’ 6".
Mile Relay -LAAC, USC, Calif..
Arizona, UCLA --3:14.9.
Pole Vault
G.
Smith (0(’),
Montgomery (USC), Seven way ,
tie for third, H. Overhouse OW,
14’ 3".
Hop-step-and jump
Evans
(LAAC), Barksdale (Hitt), Hastings (LBJC), Beekus (LAAC),
Birmingham (SJ), 47’ 5 ".
Discus
Dorge (OC), Lewis
(UCLA),
Linn (SJ), Denmark
(SJ).
Flood
(0C), Overhouse
(SJ)--.159’ 5’-(2".

Election Results

Dean Elder Speaks
Tonite At Student Y
Dean Jay C. Llder will speak at
the Student Y seminar at 7 p.m.
In the StUllient Center of the First
Congregational church, Third and
East San Antonia street, according to Chairman Mary Kelley.
Dean Elder was.unable to speak
-et ihe-seminar two weeks ago because of illness.

SPEAKERS TO DISCUSS ELECTION
A forum on the presidential
election will be held Thursday
at 8 p.m. in S112 of the Science
building, the Speech department
reported today.
Speakers will support the candidacy of Henry Wallace, General
Dwight Eisenhower, Senator Robert Taft, Governor Thomas E.
Dewey, Senator Arthur Vanden -

burg. and President Harry Truman.
The forum is sponsored by the
Speech department and presented
by the Speech 2 C class. Bill Pent 011y will be chairman.
visrs.
Mr. Wilbur Luick and Mr. Lawrence Mouat are the faculty ad-

Warametka... Smokers Report

GAREITE
HANGOVER
when you smoke PHILIP MORRIS!

(Continued from Page 1)
Ray Bishop will keep the show going at a fast pace as master of
ceremonies.
Bill Ellsworth, queen contest
chairman, will present a cup to
the winners of the best individual
queen rally. The shows were jurged by Miss Elizabeth M. Loeffler
and Mr. John R. Kr, both -faculty members of the Speech and
Drama department.

Dorothy Burleson, 1947 Spardi I
Gras queen and Barbara Jenson
Beware of that most dangerous will be on hand to extend congratkind of inflation -an inflated ego. ulations to the winners.

Announ cements
RALLY COMMITTEE: Meeting
tonight at 7730 in Student Union.
Executive committee meeting at 7.
INTERNA’TIO NAL REL ATioNs CLUB: Meeting tonight at
7:30 in room 20.
PHI EPSILON Pl: Meeting tomorrow at 10:30 in room S 29.
DELTA ZETA: Meet today between 11:30 and 2:30 on the lawn
by the Coop.
FRESHMEN
CAMP
CAMPBELL: Meeting tomorrow night at
8 in Student Center.
Y EXECUTIVE COMMIITEE
LUNCHEON: Toclay at 12:30 in
Student Y.
Y CABINET MEETING: Today
at 4:30 in Student Y.
SYPERS: Meeting tonight at
7:30 in Student Y.
ETA EPSILON: Meeting tonight at 7:30 in room,2 of Home
Economics building.
PRE-MED SOCIETY: Meeting
tonight at 7:30 in im S 210.

RIDING CLUB: Meet today at
3:30 on corner of San Carlos and
So. 7th Sts. New members call G.
Bean, Col. 5497 for reservations,
before noon.
DANCE CLASS: No meeting today.
SWIM SHOW CLASS: Meeting
tonight at 7 at pool.
GENERAL ELEMENTARY, K.
P. and Junior High education majors planning on doing student
teaching in the fall quarter 194849 must pre-register at once with
Miss Walker in the Education office, room 161.
ART STUDENTS: All those
planning to do student teaching
in the fall quarter must sign up
in the Art office immediately.
RECREATIONAL SWIMMING:
Hours for the rest of the quarter
will be: Monday and Wednesday,
3:30 to 5:50; Friday, 1:30 to 5:30; I
Women students may wear their
own suits.

Classified Ads
PLEASE HELP US! We need
small house or apartment by wedding, June 20. Will decorate! Reasonable_col. 3147.
FOR RENT: SleepTrirroorri for
two men students. Community kitchen, shower bath, study room and
77pFunleges. -$5--per- week.
458 No. 4th St.
FOR SALE: Watch. Jeweler offered to trade watch costing $85.50
without taxes, for it. Will sell for
$54.95. Complete with telemeter,
stop watch, etc. Will hold for you.
Bal. 2114-R; 426 So. 7th St.
FOR SALE: Used G.E. refrigerator, $85, and portable electric
washing machine, $20. Call Col.
6962,W.
LOST: One pair rimmed eyeglaSses in brown leather case
Wednesday afternoon, Need them.
Please return to lost and found
department.

FOR SALE: ’35 Chev. coupe.
Jump seat. Good condition. Leave
note in "F" bpx in Coop.
TERM PAPERS TYPED: Students,- don’t wait until-1’3o late.
Have your papers typed now before last minute nigh. Erlitad- Low
-rates: --Bonnie- 1 re I a- nit
2I2A Porter Bldg., Santa Clara St.
at 2nd. Col. 4742-J,
FOR SALE: ’40 Hudson coupe,
new motor, new paint, new tires,
radio, heater and Spotlight. Good
condition. $700. Call Col. 4429-W
or 2260 Pioneer Ave.
SPARDI GRAS CONCESSIONS
All organizaiions desiring lumber, papers, nails and materials
for booth construction may pick
these up today only, between 2:30
and 6 p.m. behind I. A. building
by water tower. Bring truck and
,help. No other time will be available.

Every day . . . more and more
people are discovering M PHILIP
MORRIS a milder smoke, a
fresher, cleaner smoke than
they’ve ever known before!
If you’re tired of -cigarette hangovertired of that stale, musty
taste in your mouththat dry,
smoked-out feeling in your
throat . . . join the millions who
CALL FOR PHILIP MORRIS.

Remember ... PHILIP MORRIS is the
ONE the ONLY leading cigarette recognised by eminent nose and
throat specialists as definitely, less
irritating! _

NO OTHER CIGARETTE
CAN MAKE THAT STATEMENT

ReadWhatOneofAmerica’sTop-Ranking
DoctorsSaysAboutPHILIP MORRIS
"There is no doubt in my mind that
PHILIP MORRIS Cigarettes are muoh
less irritating than other cigarettes. We would be neglecting our
pat ients who smoke its. did not suggest that they smoke-P4ILIP-110FtRIS."
Bon an eta miss if Pit01111111111L STAMIBITS
UVIIIIL11111411111111111111110111-_

a PHILIP MO

You’ll be g/ao’ TOMORROW_ you smoked PHILIP MORRIS TODAY

